STRATEGIC AND OPERATIONAL PRINCIPLES
HOW TO ACCELERATE CORPORATE ACTION FOR THE SDGs?
“If I had to select one sentence to describe the state of the world,
I would say we are in a world in which global challenges are more and more integrated
and the responses are more and more fragmented,
and if this is not reversed, it’s a recipe for disaster”.
António Guterres, Secretary-General of the United Nations

Part I and II explored Systemic, Societal and Dynamic Principles of sustainable business. We
discussed these principles in general, but also linked them to the Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) – the leading global agenda to collectively and collaboratively deal with the
world’s grandest challenges in a transformative way. We covered foundational ‘why’, ‘what’
and ‘who’ questions and contended that sustainability issues are not only material from a
‘negative duty’ point of view (wicked problems, immediate and slow-burning crises, ‘avoid
doing harm’), but also hold significant (wicked) opportunities for navigating much-needed
progress towards a more balanced and resilient global society. In that universal ambition, the
goal-oriented SDG framework provides a unifying and actionable positive change agenda that
has proved instrumental in mobilizing, coordinating and pooling the commitment, efforts and
means of large groups of stakeholders from all societal sectors (state, market, civil society)
around the world.
The first four-year cycle of the SDG trajectory (2015-2019) also showed that implementation
of the SDGs comes with sizable conceptual, empirical and governance challenges. Progress
towards achieving the SDGs has been too slow. The 2020-2030 period has consequently been
declared a ‘Decade of Action’. Faced with a series of paralleled systemic crises – with the
covid-19 pandemic, heightened global economic uncertainty, hunger, a refugee and migration
crisis, ecological degradation and climate-related crises as the most tangible symptoms of
system fragilities – the urgency of transitioning towards a more resilient society is becoming
rapidly clear. But how can such profound transitions be accelerated through actions of the
private sector? How can the SDGs be meaningfully incorporated into the business models,
corporate strategies and day-to-day operations of (multinational) companies and other private
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organizations in an actionable and forward-thinking way? How to use the power base and
position of companies in (global) value chains for effecting positive, scalable and more
impactful change – alone and together with others? With these key questions in mind, Part III
concentrates on Strategic and Operational Principles for placing societal value creation,
sustainability and the SDGs at the heart of corporate decision-making, functional-level
processes and coherent strategy implementation.
Agents of Change?
From the outset, the active participation of private organizations has been considered pivotal
for achieving the SDGs by 2030. Transforming Our World: The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development explicitly acknowledges “the role of the diverse private sector, ranging from
micro-enterprises to cooperatives to multinationals” in the implementation of the new Agenda
(UN, 2015: para. 41). Then UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon ascribed the most dynamic
role in the SDG endeavour to the private sector: “Governments must take the lead in living up
to their pledges. At the same time, I am counting on the private sector to drive success” (UN
News Centre, 2015). Likewise, then head of the United Nations Development Programme
Helen Clark affirmed that “the new sustainable development agenda cannot be achieved without
business” (ibid). These statements underline a significant shift from earlier thinking about
sustainability that considered development issues predominantly ‘government territory’ (Part
I). Corporate leaders themselves strongly supported the positioning of business as an active
contributor to the achievement of the SDGs, and not surprisingly so. If taken on vigorously, the
SDGs could unlock an estimated annual $12 trillion in business opportunities by 2030, while
creating hundreds of millions of much-needed jobs. In the corporate community, the SDGagenda was received as “a compelling growth strategy for individual businesses, for business
generally and for the world economy” (Business & Sustainable Development Commission,
2017: 11). In the words of Paul Polman, former CEO of Unilever: “the SDGs provide the
world’s long-term business plan by putting people and the planet first. It’s the growth story of
our time.”
Private organizations, as was outlined in Chapter 6, come in different shapes, sizes and
governance structures, and can epitomize combined (hybrid) functions across societal interfaces
(Figures 6.2 and 6.3) and across national borders. Private organizations in general – and large
multinational corporations in specific – are relevant ‘agents’ in addressing the SDGs, for a
variety of reasons:
•
•
•

•
•

They are able to innovate through their ability and willingness to take risk. Companies – in
addition to governments – are the largest investors in (new) technologies;
They create jobs, products and services and can help develop new organizational practices
and standards – alone, within their sector, or together with other societal actors;
Stimulated by productive competition, they show great ability in scaling activities and in
boosting efficiency, thereby (potentially) enhancing cheaper solutions for more affordable
and accessible (needs-based) products and services;
They can mobilize substantial and timely financial resources, either on the open stock
market or as part of other financial arrangements;
Reaching the SDGs requires a sizable increase in targeted public and private investments
(estimated between $5 to $7 trillion per year); the annual ‘financing gap’ of $2.5 trillion
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•
•

that is to be bridged, pales in comparison to the more than $200 trillion of global assets
under private management;
Multinational organizations are able to correct ‘market failures’ across borders, by
internalizing markets and organizing practices on an international scale;
Due to their often powerful positions in networks, technologies and sectors, large companies
can be a vital enabler, but also be a formidable barrier to change if they are not involved in
the change process.

Large (internationally active) companies tend to be better positioned to innovate, standardize
and scale; smaller and locally embedded businesses are often more capable of flexibly
responding to immediate challenges; start-ups and social enterprises are usually better able to
take up social challenges in an inventive and entrepreneurial manner, but often have difficulty
in scaling and reaching sufficient impact on the more wicked sustainability problems.
Walking the Talk…
These core competences give companies promising potential to contribute to the SDGs and
create added societal value. Their perceived commitment to actually deliver on that potential is
nevertheless surrounded with considerable scepticism and low levels of trust (Chapter 5).
Merely espousing general principles of ‘good governance’ and ‘responsible management’ is
not enough. Society expects companies to define, commit to and deliver on far more concrete
strategic and operational principles of sustainable business, translated into measurable (and
verifiable) sustainable practices, outcomes and impacts. But even with sustainability-oriented
and SDG-committed companies, a certain disconnect between ‘intention’ and ‘realization’ in
the implementation of strategic aims is still probable (Mintzberg, 2015). ‘Walking the Talk’ and
closing the ‘promise-performance gap’ proves exacting in practice, especially when confronted
with the more ‘wicked’ dimensions of sustainability challenges (Chapter 4).
Companies face barriers – of various kinds, at different responsibility and ambition levels, and
in subsequent organizational transition phases – in incorporating the SDGs into their core
activities. The UN Global Compact Progress Report 2019, for instance, found that 67% of their
corporate signatories are committing to sustainability at the CEO level, yet only 48% are
actually implementing sustainability into operations. While 71% of the CEOs recognize the
critical role that business could play in contributing to delivery of the SDGs, a mere 21% believe
that business is indeed playing that role. The Sustainable Development Solutions Network
(SDSN) and Bertelsmann Stiftung have repeatedly pointed to the problem of companies ‘not
walking the talk’. UN Secretary-General Guterres hence called upon businesses to significantly
raise their efforts (September 2019): “Business leaders have a critical role to play in the Decade
of Action. I urge all companies to drive ambitious SDG actions throughout their operations and
supply chains, embedding human rights, labor, environment and anti-corruption into core
business. Business and finance can lead through their actions and investment decisions an
economic transformation that leaves no one behind.”
Overcoming strategic and operational sustainability challenges…
Even well-disposed ‘agents of change’ can in fact become ‘agents of stagnation’ – or fall prey
to the incumbent’s curse – if they are not able to seize the momentum provided by the SDGs.
The early experience of companies in operationalizing and integrating the SDGs into their
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sustainability strategies and operations (summed up in section 3.4.3), indicates that companies
are struggling with at least five interrelated challenges:
•

Materiality challenge: what constitutes ‘sustainability’ and ‘long-term value creation’ is
continuously evolving. Companies have trouble with exploring, selecting and prioritizing
those (sets of) SDGs and SDG-targets most relevant for directing the organization towards
a more resilient business model that aligns with (tomorrow’s) societal expectations and
needs. If there is insufficient fit between the organization’s SDG-portfolio, its longer-term
strategy and operational activities, sizable intention-realization gaps are bound to appear.
This is reflected in the fact that many companies have experienced great difficulty in
defining viable SDG-related ‘business cases’, at various sustainability ambition levels.

•

Legitimacy challenge: especially large multinationals with substantial vested interests and
powers encounter the challenge of having to overcome considerable trust-gaps when they
communicate and attempt to implement sustainability aspirations to ‘do good’. Studies on
the CSR intentions of companies are littered with failure to ‘walk the talk’, feeding into
public distrust. Stakeholder pressure for more detailed measurement and sustainability
reporting that should corroborate SDG performance and impact claims, is mounting
accordingly. Gaining societal legitimacy requires convincing, dedicated and resultsoriented SDG efforts, while averting the pitfall of the self-promotor paradox and related
allegations of ‘SDG-washing’.

•

Transitioning challenge: early practice shows that companies incline to ‘avoiding harm’
SDG-targets in particular, as part of a (reactive) reputation-driven and risk-mitigation
approach to limiting negative externalities. ‘Doing good’ SDG-targets (aimed at creating
and scaling positive externalities) can provide promising investment opportunities with
great potential for transformational change, yet require a (pro)active and forward-looking
approach to sustainability, a more sophisticated value-orientation, new business concepts
(inclusive, circular, sharing, regenerative, fair), as well as profound adjustments in present
business models and modes of (value chain) organizing. Overcoming the many internal
barriers and tipping points to organizational transitioning is challenging enough as it is.
However, the external business environment (e.g. competitive forces, market push/pull,
regulatory frameworks, industry standards, stakeholder expectations, consumer behaviour)
is always part of the equation and hence must be positively influenced in parallel, to enable
accelerated change at scale.

•

Nexus challenge: companies have been found to cherry-pick the SDGs, selecting those
SDGs that appear more ‘easy-to-achieve’ while largely ignoring the SDG-framework’s
integrative logic. Due to such siloed practices, companies have only scratched the surface
of using the SDGs to map and leverage nexus interactions for synergetic effects. An
integrated yet well-targeted approach to the SDGs reveals options to minimize negative
externalities while optimizing positive externalities. The link between micro-interventions
and macro-effects has yet to be convincingly connected to actionable business strategies.

•

Partnering challenge: the inclusion of societal actors around SDG-related challenges has
remained fragmented. Companies are struggling (or neglecting) to develop and integrate
coherent cross-sector partnering strategies that match their SDG-portfolio, and fall short in
organizing sufficient institutionalization and organizational learning that would allow for
greater outcomes and impact. Sharing responsibilities and engaging in issue-driven
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‘Partnerships for the SDGs’ comes with an array of internal and external coordination
problems that have been constraining the full potential of collaborative arrangements.
These challenges translate into six strategic and operational ‘how’ questions, which constitute
the chapters of Part III.

Making It Resilient
Business cannot thrive in a society that fails; societies cannot be resilient where businesses
blunder. Societies are probing for ‘resilience’ – the capacity to survive, adapt and grow in the
face of societal stresses and shocks. A resilient society requires resilient organizations that are
able to act upon different levels of ‘failure’, as identified in Chapters 5 and 6. A VUCA world
with destabilizing tendencies triggers and exacerbates incidents, conflicts, and (systemic)
crises. Triggering events (incidents, structural, systemic) prompt organizational change, but to
what extent can bouncing back from adversity result in positive change trajectories? Can
corporate strategies effectively contribute to sustainable development and advance social,
economic and ecological resilience in the process? Chapter 7 develops general principles of
organizational resilience. It synthesizes the history of managerial and scholarly thinking on
sustainable business models (the CSR ambition of companies) and zooms in on the mutual
dependence of business and society in preventing, coping with, and recovering from triggering
events with ascending scopes of impact. The chapter distinguishes between more
resilient/balanced and more vulnerable/fragile business models, by considering four levels of
intervention at which organizations take on responsibilities in the face of grand challenges.
Making It Strategic
Chapter 8 looks into opportunities and viable ways for aligning organizational and societal
ambitions in a sustainable manner: the quest for the sustainable ‘business case’. It delineates a
basic strategic framework for private organizations to implement the SDGs at all four levels of
intervention as identified in Part II: (1) addressing failure; (2) limiting negative externalities;
(3) creating and scaling positive externalities, and (4) fostering collective action. The chapter
contends that a wealth of business cases for sustainability exist – each with their own rationale
– that can be defined at four intervention levels and approached from two distinct angles:
starting from a for-profit and a non-profit base. For-profit and nonprofit-oriented private, semiprivate or semi-public organizational forms represent distinct competences, governance logics
and strategic ‘repertoires’, resources and business models for addressing sustainability
challenges. The observed hybridization trend (Chapter 6) points to an expedient blending of
logics: for-profit organizations are trying to achieve greater societal impact, while non-profit
organizations are trying to become more efficient in achieving their impact. Chapter 8 shows
that seven different governance models all present complementary approaches to the SDG
challenge – each with their own strengths and potential pitfalls.
Making It Material
Chapter 9 considers how the business case for sustainability can be linked to the ‘materiality
challenge’ of business model innovation. How can companies break through a passive or
reactive attitude towards sustainability issues and timely overcome the ‘incumbent’s curse’?
Building on synthesized insights from extant literature on key drivers of business model
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innovation, stakeholder theory, societal legitimacy and stage models of organizational
transitioning, this chapter introduces the notion of ‘reversing materiality’. This outside-in
perspective takes societal needs as the starting point for future-oriented strategizing and serves
as a useful lens in organizational goal-setting that aligns with the SDGs. Chapter 9 additionally
presents an extended value theory of the firm: ‘the CANVAS+ model’. By including ‘value
destruction’ (level 2), ‘value spreading’ (level 3) and ‘value co-creation/sharing’ (level 4)
dimensions – additional to creating, designing, capturing and scaling value (level 1) – the
upgraded business model canvas helps organizations to define a ‘richer/broad’’ value
proposition as well as identify those aspects of their business model that are more vulnerable
or more resilient. Defining ‘Key Value Indicators’ (KVIs) guides the process of redefining
the value-orientation and purpose of the organization in order to become more resilient,
generate greater societal value and contribute to a sustainability eco-system that is circular,
inclusive, sharing and social. The chapter concludes with what such ambition implies for
dynamic and sustainable leadership.
Making It Powerful
Ambitions to integrate the SDGs into core business remain elusive unless organizations are able
to translate their aspirations into effectual corporate strategies. Chapter 10 considers how
sustainability ambitions can be made ‘actionable’ at scale, by exploring the ‘power dimension’.
In a VUCA world – packed with power imbalances and power exertion that add to the
wickedness of problems – not taking corporate power into account would present a naïve
position. Power abuse is perhaps one of the most overrated aspects in the critical discourse on
sustainable business, feeding into almost ideological cynicism on the ‘greenwashing’ nature of
CSR efforts. Smart power use, on the other hand, is one of the most underrated aspects in the
constructive discourse on sustainable business model innovation, feeding into overly optimistic
and gullible expectations of companies’ willingness to engage in sustainability at a sufficiently
ambitious level. This chapter connects corporate power exercise – at the societal level, in
value chains and across borders – to realistic strategies for impact-driven change. It
operationalizes the power base of core/lead/focal organizations in terms of positioning,
discursive and normalizing powers, spheres of influence, and ‘hard’, ‘soft’ and ‘smart’ power
use. It also identifies ‘Key Decision-making Indicators’ (KDIs)’ that define the nature of the
strategic decisions that must be taken to overcome critical ‘tipping points’ in upgrading and
upscaling sustainable business models. SDG alignment is accordingly elaborated as a strategic
‘prioritization’ and ‘nexus’ challenge: how to create leverage through smart combinations of
SDG-targets that fit the corporate strategy. The design of an empowering ‘sustainable
corporate story’ conveying the ‘logic’ of societal value creation, can provide a powerful means
to mobilize and engage stakeholders.
Making It Functional
‘Walking the talk’ and bridging the ‘intention-realization gap’ also holds an operational
challenge. Effective implementation of corporate sustainability ambitions into daily practice
presents an internal alignment challenge in search of ‘operational fit’, while concomitantly
maintaining a dynamic balance with the ever-changing business environment. Organizational
transitioning affects different parts of the organization differently. Strategizing and organizing
become intertwined, representing a formidable vertical and horizontal alignment challenge.
How to govern change and manage internal processes of integration, coordination and
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coherence? And in parallel, how to map, measure, report and communicate on SDG-relevant
progress, performance and impact amidst a ‘metrics jungle’? Chapter 11 operationalizes the
corporate sustainability approach at the level of functional departments. It dives into the diverse
ambition levels, practices, drivers, balancing acts, barriers to action, and key tipping points of
seven functional management areas: purchasing, operations management, marketing, finance,
HRM, innovation management and communication. It elaborates how ‘Key Decision-making
Indicators’ (Chapter 10) can be translated into ‘Key Performance Questions’ (KPQs) and
contextualized ‘Key Practice and Performance Indicators’ (KPIs), to help companies
navigate operational coherence across functional departments and guide transition processes
towards higher levels of sustainability. The chapter shows how vertical and horizontal
alignment around internally actionable SDG-targets can be used to leverage organizational
processes of sustainability integration, coordination and coherence. SDG fiches per functional
department provide entries for further exploring leads towards an SDG-portfolio that is both
strategically and operationally ‘fit’.
Making It Collaborative
Chapter 12 then moves on to the meso-level: how to develop effective and impact-driven SDG
partnering strategies? Cross-sector partnerships (CSP) are widely recognized as key enabler
and the principal way forward to serve the SDGs. For many companies, the question is not
whether CSPs are relevant in operationalizing and implementing their SDG ambition, but rather
how such partnerships can be successfully formed, organized, governed, intensified and
eventually phased out. Cross-sector collaboration is complex – and ‘collaborative value’
challenging to create and harness – which is among the primary reasons why on the ground
progress on the SDGs has been slow. This chapter addresses the kind of motivational drivers,
choices, tensions and dynamic complexities to anticipate in processes of (re-)configuring,
managing and upgrading SDG-fit partnerships. It looks into foundational organizational,
relational and adaptive design challenges, varying ambition levels and governance logics
among organizational partners, partnership ‘fit’ dimensions for impact, and CSP efficiency and
effectiveness considerations. Effective partnering for the SDGs calls for ‘complexity-sensitive’
intervention strategies (‘Theory of Change’) and developmental evaluation methods that allow
for ‘learning and adjusting while doing’, to develop ever more effective interventions along the
way. Accordingly, this chapter delineates four ‘impact loops’ for learning and partnership
upgrading, and concludes with a corporate level strategic challenge: how to reconfigure and
manage a portfolio of partnerships by using the SDGs as reference frame for partnership
portfolio improvements.
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